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the sentiment was against the white
CONTINUED DEPRESSION. changed.
"I notice," continued the senator, metal. I made up my mind that in the

"

'that members of the president's cabi future both the platform and candidate
net are declaring that the silver craze is must be unequivocal upon the subject or
over, ine wish is latiiertottietiiougtit. I would not give my support. I have
Arguments by members of the presi- thought all the time that the best way
Dull Denmnd In Trade Channel Due to
dent's cabinet will not convert men who to settle the question would be through
Lurk of Circulating
Medium
are true advocates of silver as an impor international action, but if we can't se
through deiiioiMitl.liiR Silver
tant currency of the country. They are cure international action, and that very
dealing out a rehash of the arguments promptly, I believe the United States
"I will not support a gold man (or made by Sherman and others years ago, should act for itself. If such action
president, no matter what ticket he is
all of which have been answered. The were taken I am confident it would bring
upon," was the remark of Senator II.
influence of the administration may about international action in a very
M. Teller yesterday. "If I can't find a
hold some democrats away from advo- short time.
silver man among the nominees, I will
"I found some people in the east,"
cacy of the silver cause, but it is connot vote at all. This is the position I
vincing nobody of the righteousness of continued the senator, " who imagined
have taken for some time and my sentithat we are producing so much gold in
the single standard.
ments are well known. I believe
Colorado that we had dropped the agi
"Were you called upon to give your
the continuance of the gold power
tation for silver. I told them that while
means the destruction of the re views while in the east?" wa asked. Cripple Creek is the greatest gold camp
1
"Yes, was interviewed a number of
public. A free government cannot be
in the world anil gives promise oi va t y
maintained in a country where people times, some of the papers published cor exceeding its present record, I believed
are starving. This is a question whicl rect reports of the interviews, others the miners of Cripple Creek are as much
is not only bruad and butter to the great eliminated the points that criticised, the interested in silver as the miners of
body of people of the United States, but single standard in a way that might hurt Leadville. This seemed to stagger ray
it is world wide in its scope. It is the the tender feelings of some eastern read questioners, but I assured them that the
greatest problem Which faces the civil- ers. I was asked whether the financial silver question is regarded in Colorado
question would be brought forward in the
ized nations of the earth
not as a local question, but as a question
The senator has just returned from an senate - during the coming meeting of of the most vitle importance to the
extensive trip through the east and congress. I replied that if the president people of the nation and of the world.
of green
spoke at length on the outlook for the recommends the retirement
"Cleveland," said the senator, in re
is said
as
backs
it
treasury
and
notes,
white metal and the industrial condi
ply to an inquiry, "intends to put this
tions in (he thickly populated re he will do, the whole financial question country on a gold basis and keep it there
I think the
will come upfordiscussion.
gions of the country. Ic was evi
if it is in his power. There is no doubt
active
as ever
will
be
as
question
silver
dent from his tone that he sees the
on that point. He has really succeeded
sinoke of a great battle afar and is nerv in the tenate. I see no disposition on in the first part of the proposition and
the part of silver men to shrink from
ing himself for the eoiitiict.
has nearly ruined the country and brokto
"1 .ml limes continue in the east," the discussion. In fact they mean
en np the democratic party, While
said he, "and I see no reason to think bring it forward on all possible occa Cleveland is in the chair I do not look
and financial subjects will be (lis
the limes w ill be any better. 1 see no 8ons
for any valuable financial legislation."
cussed
perhaps as fully and as freely
reason to think the silver sentiment is
Mr. Teller does not look for trouble
in 1893. Silver men
dying out as is elahned by many of the as they were
with
Great Britain or any other country
with the intention of gonewspapers of the east and by friends of will take bold
present time. He says he believes
the
at
with the idea of
1'iesideiu Cleveland. 1 heard a great ing to the bottom and
in the Monroe doctrine and believes it
to the return
drill of complaint on account of lack of answering every objection
ought to be cherished and sustained by
possible be ad
coinage
free
can
to
that
demand in different branches of busi
the American people. He is of the opinvaneed. For myself, I am not to be de
ion that Great Britain will not insist
ik8. Of course there was a little spurt terred in my advocacy of tilver.
in wheat and many predicted that ihu
upon demands which would lead to an
have arrived at an age when I am old
'
" "'
period of higher prices hud come.
open rupture.
to do what is right not only for
heat has fallen, corn is low and oats enough
Upon one subject the senator sáys "he
Colorado but for the whole country and
are absolutely worthless in the large
is specially clear. The people of the
is
good
in any de I am going to do it."
centers anil trade not
country will demand platforms and men
"Senator, do you have any hopes that that cannot be misunderstood. Rocky
part meiit. The iron folks mude a splurge
but u.e drop came and according to the the Republican party will do anything Mountain News.
best iiiiuiinatiou I could obtain from for silver?" inquired the reporter.
men w ho are informed as to the iron in
The senator replied quickly : "In 1802
Coin's financial series is worth reading.
du.-.rthere will be a further fall i i I had some hopes that the Republican "Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
"Coin up to Date" may
iron. A great effort has been made to party would do something for silver, Two Nations" or
be obtained at The Eagle office free by
induce the people to believe that pros- The national platform of the party paying a year's subscription to The
perity will never come until the f- seemed to point that way, but the enn Eagle in advance. The books sell at .25
inancial condition of the country is struct ion put ujion platform showed that cents each.
No
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Proclamation,

4,000,000,000 ($20,000,000,000;.
Royal Commission on gold and silver it
Our
was shown that India, in the fifty years actual possessions of gold would not pay
f
following 1835 (when the coinage of gold more than one ami
per cent, of
there ceased), has imported over all
Mr. Walker's figures.
of gold 127,006,000, or
Our boasted $00,000,000 (vastly
by our mint reports) would
China and Japan have also' made pay about only two per cent, of the
drafts upon the reserves of western na- debt. Why, in view of such figures
tions. This is a total abstraction from from such auihorities, will not the folly
monetary uses. The rapid accumula- of such a mad attempt to subvert nattion of vast fortunes in the western world ural laws become appeareiitV
has opened the way for large and larger
It is claimed that the tital licensed
abstractions of both gold and silver to value of all taxable property in the Unigratify the luxury of the wealthy classes. ted States is but $24,000,000,000, less by
Gold plate is no longer a novelty in $6,488,000 than Mr. Walker's estimate
many of our cities. It was so in old of the debts of our peopl. Cannot,
Rome. The wealth of the nation as it will not, men see the danger which conbecame concentrated in the hands of fronts organized society.
the few, was so largely absorbed to
The warning has been given repeatgratify the luxury of the few, that when
edly here and abroad. How long cun
tne mines began to fail in their supply
armies and navies and police be held to
the mighty fabric tottered to its fall
duty in the midst of a general panic,
for want of the very instrument which
when bank doors and store do ir.--i are
makes civilization possible money.
closed and money flies to cover? Does
But we must in drawing parallels, it become a christain people to deify
consider that the modern system of
gold and place the cre.iture above the
capital by time contracts-bon- ded creator, money, the tool of exchange
debts was unknown then.
the useful instrument of civilization to
The advancement of our modern civ- bo elevated above humanity? Will not
ilization has been powerfully aided by the heedless and thoughtless who are
this method of aggregating capital for being misled by the parrot talk of
all conceivable purposes. The rapid "Sound money,"
Honest money,"
appreciation of gold in value which has take time to consider what it means?
thus far attended the steps Uken to- Pecksniff' discourse on morality does
ward u general recognition of the sole not surpass in impudent hypocrisy the
gold standard is the proof of its
y
utterances of the "sound money" adin quantity and of the rank disvocates. As though money could le
honesty of thu scheme.
sound which cannot be obtained to pay
The gold standard is not consummated. a debt without the sacrifice of threefold
We have only approached it. It can- the amount of property, the purchase of
not be attained until the $2,500,000,000 which originated the debt. Just now
of coined silver and the large volume of the words "sound" money are lined like
paper money be deprived of a battery of Chinese Btinkpots.
that great function. Thu distress
If there be a crazier thing it is In their
caused by our approach to its flnnl con- denunciations of silver as unsound
summation is but as a zephyr to a
money, and thus recommending corpoThis may be realized when we
g
paper
ration issues of
consider the volume of the world's money under the Carlisle and Baltimore
debts. Hon. J. H. Walker, the most Bankers' Convention plan,
intense of goldites in Congress, gave a
The gold craze need the earnest atdetailed statement of the debts of the
tention of the American pople, an I
American people, nggregating $31,488,-000.00they will give It if they forget that "men
Hon. Henry Chaplin, late
who wear shackles need them."--Nation'1
member of the Salisbury Cabinet, esti(iulil Craze
Roi'ouler.
Can any picture of chaos equal that in mated the debts of the British people at
which. society would be thrown by the
dem muí ion or abstraction from monetary rue
CLARK- uses of i he whole or a large part of the
royal money metals, gold and silver?
The nlistiiifiion of gold from monetary usen were ho great uh to force Dr.
Sootlieer to admit in his last and greatest work, as quoted in the original
mother tongue by Mr. Van den Beiy,
president of the Bank of Netherlands,
ALnUQUJOtQUK, N. M
TJiXA
at ihr recent Brussels Conference, that
perhaps the whole of the present annual product was absorbed by the arts Sell reliable goods on eay monthly piivmmils.
- Cun refer to mdny
families with whom they have dealt.
and by hoarding.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Di the evidence given lieforc the 'lute
Write them for catalogue of new stvle Planos, Twin y

The constant goodness and forbearance of Almighty God, which have been
vouchsafed to the American people during the year which is just past, call for
their sincere acknowledgment of devout
To the end, therefore, that
gratitude.
we may with thankful heart? unite in
extolling the loving care of our Heavenly Father, I, Grover Cleveland, President of the United States, do hereby
appoint and set apart Thursday, the 28th
day of the present month of November,
as a day of thanksgiving and prayer, to
be kept and observed by all our people.
On that day let us forego our usual occupations, and in our accustomed places
of worship join in rendering thanks to
the Giver of Every Good and Perfect
Gift for the bounteous returns that have
rewarded our labors in the fields and in
the busy marts of trade, for the peace
and order that have prevailed throughout the land, for our protection from
pestilence and dire calamity, and for the
other blessings that have been showered
upon us from an open hand. And with
our thanksgiving, let us humbly beseech
the Lord to so incline the hearts of our
people unto him that he will not leave
us nor forsake us as a nation, but will
continue to us his mercy and protecting
care, guiding us in the path of national
prosperity and happiness, endowing us
with rectitude and virtue and keeping
alive within us a patriotic love for the
free institutions which have been given
to us as our national heritage. And let
us also on the day of our thanksgiving
especially remember the poor and needy,
ami by deeds of charity let us show the
sincerity of our gratitude.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused the seal of the
United States to be affixed.
Seal.
"Done at the City of Washington this 4th day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand, eight
hundred and ninety-five- ,
and in the one
hundred and twentieth. year of the independence oí the United States.
Signed
Ghovkk Ci.kvku.nd.
By the President.
Oi.xkv, Secretary of State.
.
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Rev. Edward S, Cross left for
GUAM) HORSE SALE.
Mogollón, yesterday niornimr, to reAt Silver City, N. M. Nov. 20,
turn on the day More Thanksgiv27,
ami 2S, 1S)5.
hold
ing.
He
to
morning
and
intends
Nevsy Notes of Happenings Purely
evening services at Mogollón, next Sun
The Hart Bros Land and Cattle
Local.
day. In his absence, Rev. l'rof. Sel by Co. L'd will sell at public auction
will olliciate, next Sunday morning, at
to the highest bidder all the Horses
A Grist of Kciiduhlc run;rplm Which the
Episcopal Church, here. There
Hlionld Not be Overlooked
will be no
evening service. On comprised in their brand as follows:
One hundred head of Horses well
II V Our Keudern.
the following Sunday, the Church will
improbably be closed, for repairs and
to 1200
broken, weighing from

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

provements.

pounds, suitable for Roadsters,
Freighters, Saddle Horses and expert
dancing.
President of the United States designat
Fifty head of Horses unbroken,
Tlie new Broadway saloon, of Charles ing Thursday, November 28! h as a day
I'ii ni y, i l:e oj ed before the begin- of thanksgiving for the blessings which naturally, Kind and (ientle disning of the court lerni.
we enjoy and that the situation is no positions, good size and well bred.
The Joining Headlight pays, that the worse, mere is no person, proiianiy,
One hundred head of well bred
Silver C'ily Enterprise in now a full who has not something to be thankful
mares
ana runes.; part ot mem
fledgid anarchist and roleumly declares for. A few years agowhen the low price of
to saddle and harness.
well
broken
silver began to affect the mining indus
is
The Morrill Opera house tloor lias been
Elsewhere in this issue of Tun Eaiii.e
planed mul smoothed preparing it for will be found the proclamation of the

Cow-ponie-

s.

I

thai there

no longer any freedom

in

New Mexico.
The work of Grant county's

prisoners
upon the streets of Silver City, under
thw direction of maivhal Kil burn and
guarded by James 11. Prent, is making
a pent improvement m the appearance
of ii e ni

.

T: e cuhiiniis an 1 piales are in place
for the front of the addition to the Sil-

ver City na ional bank building, to be
occupied by (iillett A son, and it will be
rapidly pushed loeouipleUon by the eon- tractors .he Itlack & Aikins company.
The debris of the old Truendell building, opposite the pinto Hice-- , destroyed by
the flood, is being wheeled out into Main
street in front of the Enterprise ollice,
by the fount y prisoners, under direction
of marshal Kilhuru.
At Silver City, N. M. November
Florence, infant daughter of
John M. and Annie Fritter, aged one
Died

tí.

18lJó,

veur, tw nioirhs and two days. The
funeral, from the family residence
on Wednesday, November 7th, was attended by sympathizing friends. Rev,
A. A. Hyde, the Methodist minister,
conducted the funeral services.
the next term of the district court
to be held here, on the lSih inst. the
only important criminal cases to be tried
are those of Juan Trujillo and Abel Duran, indicted for the murder of Cipriano
(jnKu-.ileíon the Rio Mimbres, last
April, and W. C. Davenport, whose case
will como lieíore the grand jury for the
killing of Sig. Weisl, at Carlisle.
At.

try in New Mexico, a number of miners
were congregated in a Grant county
camp, on Thanksgiving day and after
several had expressed themselves as
having nothing to be thankful for, an
other, of a "happy, go lucky" disposi
tion said, "I have much to be thankful
Let
for, I am so glad I am alive."'
thanksgiving
turkey,
us eat our
help the poor, give thanks and be glad
that we are alive.
A SerloiiH

Broadway Hotel.
This Favorite Hotel has
been completely refitted
and is first class in
every particular.
Sample Room in

Accident,

The Mogollón stage was overturned
within a few yards of the store at Graham, last Friday night and George R.
lirown, Superintendent of the Copper
Proprietor.
Queen mine at Cooney, who was a pas- knee
left
semrcr on the static, had his
dislocated and the leg other wise badly BROADWAY RESTAURANT.
bruised. Dr. Steele was called and re
Under Broadway Hotel.
placed he dislocated joint. Mr. lirow n
be
is at Graham and will probably
Everything New nnd Elegant.
laid up for several weeks. Mrs. Rrowni
left on Monday morning's Mogollón
at M l10urs tlav antl
stage for Graham, to wait upon herj
.
lllgllt.
husband until he can be removed to his!
home in this city.
Ovsters, fish and eame in season.
Recent work had changed the wagon
in the city.
m
road ai d left the old track in a danger- - The best
ous condition, of which the driver was
J 1111 Ull,
not aware. This is the lirst accident io.
Chef and Manager.
the stage line of Messrs Marriott and

A,' Abraham,

j

I

i.á

j

House.

IDEAJñSSVKg
WANTED-A- N
H. Miinson is hauling hav into thing to patent? Protect your Ideas; they may
fi
briui you wealth. Write JOHN WKDDEli- town from Happy valley. He has c, t BURN & CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
D. C., for thoir 1,81)0 prize offer.
and baled abot 175 tons this season.
( .

John Riiockmax, Pres.

Thou, F. Coxwav, Vice Pres.

353

Curd of ThitnkH.

J.

W.

Cut-run- ,

Cashier

9.

The undersigned take this method of
extending to all, who so kindly assisted
us in our bereavement by the death of
our beloved daughter, Florence, and,
who by their words of sympathy soothed
SILVER CITY, N. M.
the woes of such bereavement., our sinSURPLUS $14,000.
CAPITAL $50,000.
cere and heartfelt thanks.
on Gold and Stiver Bullion.
made
Adranrea
Joiiv M. FniTTKi!.
EXCHANGE FOR SAI E.
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
AxsiK Fmttki:.

The

Site

City National

Bat,
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Mrs. W. C. Porterfield returned on
Sunday from a three months' visit to
'riends and relatives in Fairfield, 111.
Mention of People You Do and Do Little Melvin, who accompanied his
mother, returns in good health, having
Not Know.
been quite ill when he left here.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

Other Interesting Matter Which Cnn He
Bead With Profit liy All Our
Townspeople.

Lost
A purse containing four dollars and
fifteen cents and a ring, between Dr.
V. H. "White's residence and the Ten
cent store. Finder will be rewarded for
return of the ring, which was highly
prized. Return to this othce.

Attend the great horse sale.
Home Made canity at Win. Hone's.
Notice
Jas. K. Metcalte, of the Mangas, was
Notice is hereby given thatMr. Thom
in town, last Friday.
as Foster has resigned his position as
Fresh candies every day at Martin manager of the property formerly owneu
Mailer's.
AVorks. and that Mr. Edwin B. Foster
J. C. Cureton, was in town, from his has been appointed manager in ins steau
Mr. Edwin B. Foster is fully au
Mimbres ranch, last Friday.
thorized, to collect all AVater Works
liest Kansas patent flour for sale at accounts, and parties indebted on these
Martin Maher's.
accounts wi hereatter n ease can on
J. B. Fostkk,
Don't read your neighbor's paper but him for settlement.
Silver City, Nov. 11th, 1895.
subscrilie for Tun Eacu.e.
Mrs. Israel King, of Deming, is visiting Mrs. Dr. White in this city.
Tlio Post Ofllce Sto
now
my friends.
And
Win. Hose's candy store is next door
As often before,
to Abraham's barber shop.
I will call your uttentlon
Don : Kedzie saw snow on the mounTo the Emporulm.oneo nioro
tains north of Lordsburg last week.
And tell you of notions
And things galore,
Our stoves have arrived. Come and
Which uro stored In profusion
see them.
M. W. Neff.
At the postoflleo store.
Governor Thornton has appointed
And I think It best,
You cull and scu
W. D. Murray, of Central, a notary pubMy bran new stock
lic for Grant county.
Of choice cutloree,
Call at George D. Jones' and leave
With handles of poatl-Anvour orders for Thanksgiving delicacies,
hundios of horn,
Turkey, Cranberries, celery, oysters and
the greatest of bargains
game, all of the best.
Hinco you were born
And I'm quite sure
Pure fresh candy made by AVm. Rose.
that you wlll fuul,
Jefferson Raynolds, president of the
When you see their polish
their blades of steel
First National bank of Las Vegas, was
A bargain you've got.
in the city one day last week.
And then, oucu more.
Bring your job work to Tiik Eaoi.e ofYou will call ugulu
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
At the postónico store.
at reasonable rates.
Cigar, pipes and tobacco
Orgaiius, Lemons and suiili,
Mrs. Win. IJrahm went to Separ last
The Freshest of candles.
Friday to visit her daughter Mildred,
And the price Is'nt much.
who is teaching school at that place.
A full line of puroldcals.
And what not.
A full line of children's ladies' and
Most everything under
gents' shoes in stock, at lowest prices,
the sun I've got.
at Borenstein liios.' Ten cent store.
And what I lmv'iit
When in need of anything in the
I'll gut It you know,
Crockery or Glassware lino call on D.
Ho just call and see me
Neff & Co., a complete lino to select
At the postofflce sto
from, and price tosuit the time. BroadHaxtrii TIisiiop.
way- -- near l'ostolliee.
c.p.
llev. C. L. Bovard, superintendent of
the Methodist. Mission will hold quarterly meeting next Sunday, preaching
morning and night. All are invited.

Mrs N. Yauney, who has been in
town for the last two weeks giving the
ladies a series of health talks, leaves ui
this wenk and returns to Albuquerque
to take charge of the stale olticc of Viavi
Win. F. Ljreiu hat been appointed
agent for the buiployen Liability Assurance Corporation, L'd of. London
England. Anyone wishing first class
accident policies or tickets can obtain
same from him at the Postollice.
A. J. Clark, commissioner from the
Deming district, eame up on Thursday
evening to attend meetings of the county
board on rnday and Niiuruay, returning home on Sunday morning.
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SILVER CITY

M Mow

our former place oí

Until FURTHER NOTICE
we

will

sell

CANNED

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
in cases to CONSUMERS
cost,

at

These goods were in

the basement which was
flooded with water,

M

are

not damaged in the least.

1

ATTENTION

PLEASE

An opportunity of a life time to seI desire to inform you that having purchased the stick, fixtures
cure any kind of a horse you want, at ctc.of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and
Jeweler, I will continue the
your own price, at the great horse sale business
at the same place.
of the Hart Bros. Co., limited, on Nov.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried
20, 27, and 28th.
I make a SPECIALTY of FIXE WATCH REPAIRING and will
C. J. Mulvane, Esq., of Deming, at- appreciate a trial and will guarantee
satisfaction.
torney for Receiver Foster in t I.e. bank
Vcrv Truly,
cases, has been in the city for several
R.
days on business connected t herewith.

J.

HICKS.

TMF. FAULK: WEDNK8HAY,
Tom ClHrk'fi Stolen Horned.

NOV

Oil?

I

U

lit

5

IKiió.

in Section 16 of the school law of 1891,
and such other studies as the board of
educat ion may direet. Iappreciate fully
your good intentions and noble sentiments, but nothing can be done to put
iheiu into practice unless future legislaand iIh'ii , larU'd in search of I lie horses tions change the present law.
himself, i'iiig as far as Clifton, Arizona
Sincerely yours,
A.MKDO
and incurring considerable expense.
Ciiavks, Supt.
While he was absent Mrs. Clark saw

The New Mexican Bincerely hopes
there is no foundation in fact for the report current at department headquarters
that Fort Bayard may soon be aban
doned as a military post. We believe
that if Gen. Miles insists on establishing a new post at Albuquerque, he can
do so without disposing of Bayard, really one of the most important stations
bordering the Indian country. It
Fort
would be a mistake to abandon
Why KIhhíiik I
riewtmit,
Bayard.
New
Mexican.
is
so
pleasant, says
The reason kissing
an oscillatory expert of scientific tendenOld Dr. Drummond,
cies, is because the teeth, jawbones and
After years of patient study and experilips are full of nerves, and when the lips ment, has given to the world a preparaof persons meet an electric current is tion which is an absolute and permanent
cure for every form of Rheumatism.
generated. Yonkers Gazette.
is $5, but it is two larga bottles
Yes, timl it is so confounded cheap. The price
enough for a month's treatment and
You don't have to have a dynamo ma- will relieve the worst case from the first
chine, nor a battery in the house, nor a dose. Sfiitby express to any address
call box, nor a button to touch to ring upon receipt óf price, by the Drummnd
New
up central oflice, and there is no patent MedicinewithCo.,full48 Maiden Lane,
particulars and testiYork,
on it, and the poorest person in the moníala of wonderful cures.
Agents
world can enjoy the electric current bet- Wanted.
ter than the millioniare, and it never
gets out of order. If Edison had invented kissing it would cost a $100 a
year, like the telephone, and then extra
kissing would be charged up extra, and
if you didn't pay for it they would take
out your kissaphone and disconnect you
from the central otlice. Washington
PROPRIETORS.
Star.
Dealers in
The Wagner mill property at Pinos
Altos and the Bullard street property of DRY goods and
Peter Wagner, in this city are to.be
and
sold, on the 18th of January, 1898, to
satisfy niorgages held by John T. Ogles
by, of Pinos Altos.
CIIILDRIÍNS SHOES. GLASS-

About two weeks ago, Thos. J. Clark,
of the middle Gila, missed two of his
fine horses and, at once, conclude! that
they had ht. stolen. He notified the
sheriff anil oi her officers in the county

a hen come out from between

two hay

slacks, standing close together, and
thinking to find adepositof "hen fruit,"
one of her Iwvh lo make a search.
id of a lien's nest the boy found the
'.
lost horses. They had crowded in le-- t
ween the hi neks of hay which had eo
fallen in upon them that they coidd not
(jet out. They had literally, ."crawled
into a hole and pulled the hole in after
them." The horses were imprisoned for
five days and were nearly famished for
want of water, hut had no lack of food.
Mr. Clark is now much amused by the
trails and traces: of the animals, which
he found while searching for them as
stolen horses.

TEN CENT STORE

The Odd Fellow.

N. E. Stevens, grand master of the
grand lodge of New Mexico, I. O. 0. F.
visited Silver City, last week, for the
purpose of inspecting the lodges of the
order at.d giving such instructions as he
found necessary.
On Wednesday evening last, a meeting
of Helen Rebckuh lodge No. 7 was held
and the grand master, after witnessing
the work, did not hesitate to proclaim it
the banner Kebekah lodge of the territory.
The "White House saloon will have a
He visited Isaac S, Tiffany lodge No. lunch counter, as an attraction, in a few- WARE and CROCKERY.
13, at their regular meeting on Thursday
days.
On Bullard St." Next Door
night, and a most interesting and profitcounty commissioners were ill
The
sussion
To Gillett A Son.
was
able
held.' The encampsession last Friday and Saturday.
ment of tlie order, (James L. Ridgeley
No. 1,) having been revived and the
subordinate and Kebekah lodges making
steady progress, ami all working together
in harmony the grand master expressed
Proprietor of the
himself as exceedingly well pleased with
the condition of this fraternal organiza-tio- n
in Silver Citv.

clothing!

ladies', cents'

-

B. T. LINK,

PEOPLE'S

The Itllile In I'nlillo School.
The following is a copy of a letter sent
by Superintendent of Public Instruction
Amado Chaves lo Miss Clara N.
principal of the San Marcial
Cum-ming-

School

s,'

:

Santa Fe,

N. M. October 20lh, 1895.
Dear Miss Cummiiigs: On my return
to this city, t liia morning, I found in my
office our favor of. the 11th inst. relative
to the use of the Bible in the public
schools of New Mexico. In rsply, I have
to say that, under the present laws of
tliia territory, a teacher has no right to

EAT"

ARKET
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.

impart any religious instruction under Also a full line of FRUIT.
We solicit your patronage
any circumstances. Y'ou can only teach
BULLARD ST.y SILVER CITY, N. M.
in your school the branches prescribed
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INDIAN AFFAIRS.

edge the mistake, and seek a more feasiThe way to treat dissipation and
ble and effective way of reaching the de- drunkenness is to make it oilious and
But Little Progresa Made In Civilizing sired end, instead of prolonging a policy disreputable.
Railroads, merchants,
the Heel mini in Sixty-foYean.
that should never have been adopted.
banks, telegraph companies and most
The report of the Commissioner of In- Globe Democrat.
employers now make sobriety a condidian Affairs for the fiscal year ending
tion absolute to' employment. A man
June 30, 1895, is the sixty-fourt- h
must be sober to get a salary. This is
Grant County's Tax Roll.
annual
statement of the condition and prosThe tax roll of Grant county, for 1895,as right, it is legitimate and it is a good
pects of the the various tribes of the red approved by
the board of county commis- service to society generally. And it is
race. "There are over a quarter of a sioners, shows
a total valuation of prop- making sober people faster than anymillion Indians in Uie United States," erty subject to
thing else. When it is no longer safe as
taxation of $3,449,180.
this report says, "and the unquestioned
a business a ffair to be a drinker and sociThe tax rate is $2.30 on $100.
policy of the government is their civil-iatiety
banishes the dissipated, the common
The total tax levied for the "various
and dual absorption into the great
sense
and common right method for the
purposes is as follows:
body of the nation." Jlut to what extent
suppression of this scourge of society will
Territorial purposes,
$20,695.08 have been
and with what results has said policy
largely accomplished. ExTerritorial
Institutions,
been applied?
6,036.06 change,
Vmt proportion of the
Cattle
Indemnity,
261.29
Indian population has been civilized and
County general fund,
8,622.95
absorbed? How many of the adult
$500 Reward.
County deficiency fund,
1,724.15
male members of the different tribes are
For cases of Rheumatism which cannot
General school fund,
self supporting and how many are
8,622.95 be cured with DR. DRU.MMOND'S
capCourt fund,
11.037.38 LIGHTNING REMEDIES, internal and
able of performing the ordinary duties
Road fund,
Deasant to take relieves at
of citizenship? In short, what 'is
314,92 external.
there
once. Restores stiff joints, drawn cords,
AVild Animal bounty,
to show for these sixty-fo344,92
years' efforts
and hardened muscles. If your druggist
Judgment A. B. Laird,
to solve the Indian problem"? We
12,092.15 does not keep it, do not take anything
know
Interest on bonds 1885,
1,207.21 else. Send
to our address bv registhat the expense has been enormous,
Interest on bonds 1889,
8,622.95 tered letter or money order, and' the full
aggregating more iban $1000 apiece for
month's treatment of two large bottles
And the following special
all the Indians in the country;
but in school
will be sent to vour address. DRl'M-MONlevies:
what respect has this great expenditure
MEDICINE CO. Lock box 1521,
Silver City,
1,091.55 New York.
served to justify the theory and methods
lulling,
2,800.91
of the government in this important
Hicolite,
48.65
matter? We are assured from time to
time that progress is being made in the
& Co,
Total Taxes
ij;8:!,533.54
work of modifying the Indian character
and fitting it for usefulness; but the
Dealers in
The Broadway hotel reUanrant, under
practical proofs of such progress are not the
management of Jim On, a chef o'
DRY GOODS,
at all satisfactory to any one who makes
established reputation,
formerly cona personal investigation of (he subject, nected
with the English kitchen, was
GROCERIES,
or gives careful study to the ollicia! reopened
last Saturday, and is now one
statistics for a series of years.
CHINAWARE,
of the highest class restaurants in
New
It is true that the bloodthirstiness of Mexico. Meals
are served at all hours.
and NOTIONvS.
the Indians has been restrained in a Guests of
the Broadway hotel are to be
sense, but it has not been eradicated. congratulated
upon the opening of so ex- We also carry a good line
All of the traditional vices of
the race cellent a restaurant in connection with
in SHOKS, and GKNTS
are still in existence. It has not ad- the
hotel. See advertisement in another
vanced a step so far as the substitution
column.
FURNISHING.
of good qualities for bad ones is conT. J. Clark, alcalde of the Mangas BULLARD ST. NEX 1' TO KELLY'S
cerned. In a iew isolated cases, some
precinct, was in town hut Thursday.
improvement has taken place; but genHARNESS M'O".
erally speaking, the original defects remain, and the savage instincts have not
been subordiated to human- and creditable feelings and tendencies. The
means of education have been supplied
only to he neglected and deride, i; the
opportunities of prosperity have been
provided only to demonstrate 'that
the
Indian will not work, een for hints If,
unless he is compelled to do so. In all
essential respects, the civiliza io i of the
Our Model .1893 Shot-Gu- n
is now used
Indian Inn turned out to be a costlv and
miserable failure, The vast siuin of'
U.. -- 11
- 1 .
IMP
uui-vjuu- o
uy an me most aavancea
trap
money spent for that purpose have
'
yielded a poorer return than any o.her
and game shooters.
Shot-Rifle- S
investment that our government has
ever made. An honest, dilligent, perASK YOUR DEALER TO SHOW YOU THIS GUN.
severing attempt has lieen made to conEverything that is Newest and Best in Repeating Arms as well
vert the Indian into n profitable quantias all
kinds of Ammunition are made by the
ty, and the result is a grievous disapWINCHESTER
RPPFATINíi ABMC rn mi.,i..i..
3
pointment.
".iicsicr Avc.t new jiaven, Lonn. 3
It is useless to conceal
B,,"re"' ,or our 1
anrn
ñ
nVnal
IllUHtratc.1
To
3
ue.
Cútalo
0T
truth. The part of wisdom is to acknowl
17
0
ur
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THE HANGMAN'S NOOSE.
Two Murderers to be Executed Next
Week,
I'rcpanttlonR are Ileitis Mle for a Public IJunglng un TucKduy of
Next Week.

Santa Fe, Nov. 11. Sheriff Cunningham íh making preparations for the execution of Vial pando and Chaves, t he
two Mexicana who murdered a stock
uiaii near this place last spring and then
burned his body. The murderers were
arrested soon after the murder, tried in
the district court here and convicted of
murder in the first degree. They were
sentenced to be hanged lastsummer, but
took an appeal to the supreme court
which confirmed the sentence of the
lower court and they were
to be bunged on Tuesday, November 19,
between the hours of 6 and 10 a. in.
Both men will be hanged next Tuesday
morning a short distance north of the
United Slates government building.
The hanging will he p'iblic and will
d'HibiicM be witiuM-eby ihonstinds of
people, a there has not been a le':il
in ihis county for more than a
quarter of a century. There are now
confined in this county six men under
sentence of death, but, of this number,
there are four, the murderers of Frand

NOYOBhlí

i

3.

ritory.
The new electric light plant will soon
be ready for operation at the ttrritorial
penitentiary.
The new power house,
which has been erected entirely by convict lador, is a handsome and substantial structure of brick and stone and besides furnishing power for the electric
light plant, will furnish power for other
purposes at the penitentiaay. A number of convicts are now at work cleaning
up the debris at the capítol building and
tearing down the old walls. Most of the
material in the building can lie utilized
in the proposed new structure which

195.
are: Mrs, M.J. Clayton and Mrs.
Ada Matthews; for gentlemen, D. P.
Carr and St. George Robinson. Doorkeepers, L. H. Rowlee and C. E. Wind-rigBy order of Com. on
ladien

e.

New Kant Callroriilu Train.

The Santa Fe route has inaugurated a
sers
new and strietiy limited
vice to sout hern California. Tne
leave Chicago at 6. p. m.
reaches Los Angeles in three days and
days.
Kan Francisco in three and one-haA
saving of half a day's time from this
station correspondingly reduced. Equipment will consist of superb new vestiwill soon be commenced.
bule Pullman palace and compartment
Mr. George Cross, editor of the New sleepers, chair car and dining car t hrough
.
Mexican, who is something of a horti- to Los Angeles without change,
This will be the fastest and most luxculturist, and who has an orchard and urious service via anv line to C' lifornia.
garden comprising about two acres in
Another dailv train will carry through
the southern part of this city, is rather IElalacc sleeper and tourist sleeper to San
rancisco and tourist sleeper 10 i,ob
proud of the fact that his raspberries
Angeles as at present. For full particuwere ripening until the beginning of
H. M. Stkckkr,
lars inquire of
this month. He has a variety which
Agent.
was brought from France many years
ago and which yields fruit during four
B. E, GANDARA.
months of the year. During the latter
part of the season the berries may be
seen in all stages of development on the GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
same plant. This variety has not been
generally introduced in the territory
Made to Order Repairing
although it has been cultivated for years Jewelry
in Santa Fe where it grows to infection.
Neatly Dime.
The MuHqueruile

Hull.

Gentlemen holding invitations to the
cisco Chaves, whose cases will come up
for final determination before the su- grand Masquerade ball, to be given by
preme court at its next session. Two Helen Rebekah lodge No. 7. at
hall, on Friday evening, Nov.
of these men have already confessed and
there is not the slightest doubt as to 15th, can purchase their tickets for the
the guilt of all the men under sentence same at Jackson's drug store, upon pre
sentation of their invitations; tickets for
of death.
is
Fe
to
Santa
soon
have a public ladies not accompanied by gentleman
library and reading room. Permission have also been provided and will be on
lias been obtained from the department sale at the same place for fifty cents
New-comb- 's

first-clas-

lf

PRICES REDUCEN.
Satisfaction tiuuranlecd.
YankleWt. HllverOltv. N.

MENDOZA,

GUADALUP

"

BOOT&íi-""'"-

C
OU
O ri CJ U

M.

PROMPTLY

I

iru n

DONE.

Prices reasonable, and
satisfaction tiurunteed.
h1,p 0,1 M,"'h4,t 8t,wt- -

r- II
each.
.
MAr
This ball is given 'or the benefit of a
benevolent and charitable order and no
FLEM1NO CATTLE CO,
one should expect or desire complimen
tary tickets.
Range :
Fleming and
All persons en masque must be idenvicinity,
tified
by
committee
the
provldel(orthat
city.
Col. Richard Hudson was hero last purpose and that committee is in ho., or
PosiollW i
Silver City.
week iu attendance upon the regular bound not to disclose the identity of any
N. M.
monthly meeting of the penitentiary one.
for
on
The
committee
identification
commissioners and, in addition to his
oflicial duties, found time to sympathize
with the leading democrats here over
the result of the election.
Sheriff Baylor Shannon and John II.
Gillutt, of Silver City, came up last
week 'villi two prisoners from Grant
county, Esperidion Murillo and Nestor
S
Gomez, whom they delivered to the
superintendent of the penitentiary. The
Grant county colony in this institution
GIVES
is exceeded in numliers by the repre
sentatives from San Miguel only, and
indicates that the punishment of crime
in Grant comity is more certain than in
most of the other counties in the ter

of the interior, which now has charge of
the abandoned Fort Marey military reservation, to use the former band quarters for this purpose. The library ai.d
reading room will be under the auspices
of the Woman's Board of Trade of this

ill
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NOW FOR SILVER.

The advocates of G rover Cleveland's financial policy ought, by
this time, to be satisfied that they
are on the wrong track. The administration has done all that could
be done to convince the people of
the country that the perpetuation
of the democratic party in power
would meanjthe perpetuation of the
single gold standard at whatever
cost.

The avalanche of last November
would have satisfied any less determined man than Grover Cleveland
that the masses of the people were
not with him on this proposition,
but, throwing democratic doctrine
to the dogs, ignoring the sacred
pledges of the Chicago platform aid
spurning the advice of abler democrats than himself, in the face of
this rebuke, he continued his policy
of issuing bonds to replenish' the
gold reserve and placed his iron
heel on the silver men in the democratic party. Again he has been
rebuked and it remains to be seen
whether he will still continue to
assert that he is right and that all
of the silver advocates in Undemocratic party are wrong. If he does,
he will be left practically alone.
The great majority of the democrats
of the country are in favor of the free
and unlimited coinage of silver and
the majority are going to have something to say in the convention next
year.
With a silver man for a candidate
next year the democrats can win
the presidential election. Without
such a candidate there is nothing to
expect but defeat. The Eaoi.e as
.

serted this months ago, but it is
more apparent now than ever. Of
course the few remaining cuckoos
will continue to assert that Grover
is a man of destiny and will, doubtless, attempt to nominate him for a
third term, but the effort may as
well not be made. Mr. Cleveland
has attempted to build up a Cleveland party and it would doubtless
tickle his vanity to have his followers known as Cleveland democrats, but he is not likely to be
gratified in this respect.
The sooner the democrats of the
country set about the task of getting together on silver lines the
more certain will bo the victory
next fall. With such a leader as
Joseph C. Sibley, of Pennsylvania,
such a thing as defeat would be out
of the question. He is well known
as an honest, earnest and fearless
advocate of the 'silver cause and
would be an honor to the chair that
was once occupied by Jefferson and
later by Jackson, men whom democrats delight to honor. "Sibley and
Silver" would be a winning war cry
for democrats next year.

The gold bugs have made a good
deal of noise about the great quantity of silver which remains at all
times in the vaults of the United
States treasury at Washington and
on this account there are a great
many of the voters of this country
who really believe that there are
hundreds of millions of dollars in
silver lying useless in the vaults of
the treasury simply because it canNothnot be got into circulation.
ing could be farther from the truth.
The last treasury statement shows
that, at the close of business on
October 31, 181)5, there were in the
treasury in silver.lollars $;64,935,-217.(XAgainst this amount of
silver there '.vera outst.mding in sil'
ver certificates $:42,409,504.00,
leaving but about $22,000,000.00 in
uncovered silver in the treasury
outside of the subsidiary silver and
silver bars, which latter are covered
by coin notes. This is really a
very small amount, compared with
the total coinage and is considerably less than the uncovered gold

in the treasury. This kind of misrepresentation on the part of the
enemies of silver will not win in
the end, for as soon as the truth
becomes known to the people of
the country the voters will have
less confidence in the gold bugs

than ever.
There will bo a lively fight
among the republican politicans
until the meeting of the national
convention next summer for the
presidential nomination. The prothe
tectionists want McKinley,
conservative republicans are for
red
Harrison and the
publicans want Reed. The silver
republicans of the west want either
Teller or Cameron, but neither of
these men have the slightest chance
Reed
of getting the nomination.
is probably the strongest of the
prospective candidates at this time
but, as he is slated for the speakership of the house of representatives,
he is. likely to fall outside the
breastworks.
rock-ribbe-

The democrats of Missouri have
already commenced the work of getting together and that state maybe
relied upon next year to give an old
fashioned democratic
majority.
The example of Missouri will doubtless be followed by other democratic
states and by the time the campaign
opens next year the democrats of
the country will, in all probability,
be found in solid column fighting
the common enemy instead of fighting among themselves. Tnere are
enough democrats in the country to
win the battle next year if the proper leaders be put in command.

).

i

A prominent democrat is credited with having said that the supreme court of New Mexico had
the alternative of making Thomas
15. Catron a saint or a martyr and
the former was chosen. Most of
the saints are dead and some others
ought to be, nevertheless St. Catron sounds pretty well.

There is at least one consolation
for the democrats in the result of
the elections' last week. Every
county in Mississippi wfcnt. democratic,

.
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sonal education the plainest of men.
His perceptions werequiek to distinguish
between right and wrong in individuals
and movements. He was loyal to hii
friends and gentle to his critics. He
was a clean, successful, brilliant man, a
perfect husband and father. His death
is not the loss of his personal friends
alone, but of Chicago and the world.
He taught the good and taught it fascinatingly. He was as brave as the bravest in his opinions, and as gentle as a
woman in his allowances toward those
with whom he differed. Eugene Field's
name will live in the degree in which
the people loved him. His love 'was
that which never fails of reciprocity, his
heart went out to that which most apHis
peals to humanity childhood.
Conorkss will meet two weeks name has won a place in every house ;
from next Monday. New Mexico holds a olace which it will keep as long
mothers tell
is anxiously waiting for statehood as ciñieren prattle and
them tales."
and will watch the movements of
Mr. It. P. Hart has been entertaining
the political chess board with an
a Silver City party this week, consisting
eager eye. It remains to be seen
and
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
whether the republican committee
their two children, Mrs. 0. Foote, Mia
on territories will make such a Kate Thompson ainl Miss Edith Thomp
currilotis report conoenrng New son and Messrs. Schmiddle and Nichol.
Mexico us was made by the repub- As usual at a house party at Mr. HarjV
Mr.
lican members of the committee they had a very enjoyable time. reand Mrs. Rosenberg and the ladies
eight years ago.
turned home Wednesday, by train.
Lordsburg Liberal.

The gold bugs have been .using
pills in the hope of curing
the financial ills of the country.
The gold bugs were satisfied with
the result until the blizzard struck
them last week and stiffened them
beyond all hope of resuscitation.
The blizzard was just what might
have been expected after the issue
of more that a hundred and fifty
millions of bonds in time of peace,
sijnply for the benefit of the gold
bugs and to fasten the gold standard more firmly upon the

.L J. SMITH,
General Repair Shop.

G rover's

Bicycles,

and Revolvers

Guns

Promptly Repaired.
Hates Reasonable.

-

VniildH St. Silver Clly. N, M.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIUE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Nota by Puni.ir.
Office at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
I'ost-offlt-

Fargo's $2.50

g

Tiik republicans are already talking strongly of Bradley, of Kentucky, for second place on the republican
ticket.
presidential
Should he run on the republican
ticket next year it would be well
p
for him to hang on to the
as it will be a great many
years before the republicans elect
another governor of Kentin ky.
gover-nshi-

'h

$500 Reward
For any case of Rheumatism which can
not bo cured with Dr. Urummonii s
Lightning Remedies. Internal and external ; relieves at once ; cure guaranteed.
Restores stiff joints, drawn cords, and
hardened muscles. If your druggist has
not got it, do not take anything else. C. H. FARGO
Bend descripiion of your case, take the
agency, and secure your own treatment For Sale by
free. Brummond Medicine Co., 84 Nassau St. New York.
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C.C. Shoemaker.

It may be expected that Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll will soon jóin a
church. Fifteen years ago Col.
Ingersoll said that when Kentucky
went republican he would believe
there was a hell.
On the Death of Eugene FI.UI.
At a memorial meeting in memory of
Eugene Field held in Chicago, recent I v,
the following resolutions were adopted :
"The Press club of Chicago desires to
to express its sorroiv over the death of
Eugene Field. His was a nature rich in
all these attributes which make a man
of mark, compelling universal love and
respect and admiration. In the death
of Eugene Field the literary world has
lost a man who in national and international appreciation had attained the
Possessed of the
widest distinction.
he
was in his per- gifts
mental
highest

r
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Ynnu ftnnr.na for Hlirh Orarle Sewinff Machines, recycles. Vehicles, Baby
Carriages, etc, placed with local and retad dealers with three to six middlemen's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory copt. If you are a money saver there
can bo no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of our illustratedcatalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are otrermg au ainerent style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to $30.00 Bicycles,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter prion being
t.o wheels sold bv
and dealers at $125.00. We show 150 designs
in Haby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
direct importations. We handle everything under tho sun In th.9
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE, BUGGIE8, CARRIAGES, PHAETONS, ROAD WAGONS. CARTS. HARNE88, SADDLES, ETC.
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a special catalogue for each line. Address in full
am-nt- s

.

CASH BUYERS' UNION,

B878.

150.161 W. Van

Burea St., CHICAQO, ILL.
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A. T. &. S. F. R. R. Co., Trespass on the

DISTRICT COURT.
The Grant

Bynopal

County Term Beginning
Next Monday.

of the Docket: Criminal,
and Chancery,

Civil

At the Grant county term of the district court, beginning next Monday, the
first ten days of the term will be devoted
eo the disposition of cases in which
Judge Bantz was of counsel before his
appointment as judge. In the trial of
which Judge H. B. Hamilton, of Socorro,
will preside.
In addition to the charges of murder
against Juan Trujillo and Abel Duran,
the case of Thomas J. Woods, for the
killing of Grudgens, in the Mogollons,
will come up for trial, upon change of
venue from Socorro county.
There are five cases of violation of
Sunday law pending.
On the civil docket are the cases of
E. L. roster, Receiver of the defunct
First National banks of Silver City and
Deming againBt the following persons:
Frank Vingoe, W. A. Leonard, P. B.
Lady, T. H. Booz, et al, S .Lindauer, et als
A. B. Laird, Vermcjo Company, John
A. Raithel, John E, Hussey, et al, John
W. Fleming, Con M. Nolan, A. H. Mac
donald, John A. Miller nd Mrs. O. S.
Warren.
District attorney Harllce has brought
suit against a large number of persons
for delinquent taxes. Those docketed are
as follows: Mammoth Gold mining Co.,
John W. Chenowith, C. F. Howell, Stmo
& Swan, Robert Swan, Hill Brothers,
Victoria Frost, Curtis A.Noel, Wayne
W Inteliill, Admr., H . H. Whitehill,
J
C. Berry, estate of Idus L. Fielder, W.
B. Duffy, C. F. W. Schmidle, S. G. Bishop & Co., T. N. Hawkins, Rice & Doyle
J. A. Upton, G. Wornisor & Co., The
Cook's Beak mining company and Mini
bres Cons, mining Co.,
Tho balance of the civil and chancery
docket is as follows:
Reyes Rascón, vsThos. J. Clark, tres
pans.
A. T. & S. F. R. R.Co., vsC. H. Mini

Case.
Benjamin F. Gibson vs Barney
et al, assumpsit.
Thomas J. Clark vs Henry Miller,
slander.
W. B. Catchines vs Humboldt Min
ing Co., Assumpsit.
James W.Knox vs Head. Haemn &
Hearst, ejectment.
Sigmunu Ltndauer vs John J. Boyd,
covenant; set for 1st Thursday.
ooies & Kice vs ttenrv W instead, ap
peal.
ft. 0. Day vs S. P. Co. of N. M.. ap
peal.
W. A. Leonard, Receiver vs Samuel
Gillett et al, assumptsit.
i nomas rrantom & Jonn Penrose vs
Thomas Holman, attachment.
Henry M. Brock vs N. Henderson, as
sumpsit.
Steele & Walker vs M. W. McGrath &
Co., attachment; 1st Tuesday.
Jas vv. scudder vs M. w. AlcGratn &
Co., attachment ; 1st Tuesday.
w. uerg vs fti. w. McGrath & Co.. at
tachment; 1st Tuesday.
hatriek uros. vsM. W. McGrath&Co..

attachment;

1st Tuesday.

w

alnut creek Milium Co.. vs M. W
McGrath &Co W. H. Small. R. H
Speed, Geo. Hornbrook, Garnishees, at'
taciiment; 1st Tuesday.
Murphy, Grant & Co., vs M. w, Mc
Grath & Co., attachment: 1st Tuesday.
Kendall Mfg Co. vs M. W. McGrath &
Co., attachment; 1st Tuesday.
K. G. al. & P. R. R. Co. vs John W
Gill et al, ejectment.
s. C V. & P. U. It. Co. vs John W
Gill et al, ejectment.
P. R. Smith vs Oak Grove & Sierra
Verde Cattle Co., assumpsit.
Walter C. Wallis vs Oak Grove & Sier
ra Verde Cattle Co., assumpsit.
O. J. Cornell vs E. Velarde, appeal.
Baker & Clarke vsTheo Van Wagenon
appeal.
Leroy G. Morris as Andrew 0. Bailey
assumpsit.
S. C. D. & P. R.R. Co. vs P. R. Smith
ejectment.
Harry Booth vs Mrs. James M. Lynch
trovei .
Caleb F. Howell vs J. B. Tyler, as
sumpsit.
Jolin J. Quinn vs Max Hermann &
Simon Judah, assumpsit.
The Winter Cattle Raising Co. vs
Jose Ma Lopez, ejectment; change of
venue from Socorro Co.,
McMillan & Speed vs D. C.

Ilobart,

Theodora Hobart, assumpsit.
Black, Scott Lumber Co. vs Hustings
Luinher Co., assumpsit.
J. S, Hundley vs Luz Madrid, et al,
ejectment; change of venue from Dona
&

Ana Co.

185.
Smith & Jackson vs William Walker,
assumpsit by attachment.
J. J. Keliey vs A. o. Laini, replevin.
Elizabeth C. Upton vs A. B. Laird,
sheriff, replevin.
ti. iitzsinnnons vs colossal Mining
Co., assumpsit by attachment.
G. Wormser & Co. vs C. M. Lewis
Son, assumpsit.
;
tii Paso smelting works vs tiiuett x
Sons, assumpsit.
A. B. Cowen. et al vs J. r. Casey, et
ux appellants, appeal ; change oi venue
from Dona Ana Co.,
G. Wormser & Co. vs S. Lindauer, as

sumpsit.
Ada F, Menge vs Deming Laud &
Water Co., assumpsit.
James M. Lynch vs William Skilli- corn, et al, assumpsit and attachment.
Parker, ap
T. Riverall vs Mrs. A.
pellant, appeal.
Thomas s. rarker vs i lie Azure win
ing Co., ejectment.
hvansto Cook vs Henry Miller, et ux,
replevin.
Territory ex rel Benefit of Grant Co.,
vs Willibald Berg, et al, debt on bond.
vVestheimer-Swart-

z

Shoo Co., vs Gay- -

ton N. Pettey, assumpsit.
John Corbett vs Gayton N. Petty, as
sumpsit.
St. Ueorge Komnson vs William Lai- zure & Richard W. Grabe, assumpsit.
Patrick McGeeney vs Max Heymann
& Morris Jnda, attachment.
Richard Hudson vs J. F. Allison, et al,
ejectment.
Martin Maher vs A. T. & S. F. R. R.
Co. Appellant, appeal.
Ruins L. lleflin vs John Brockman,
covenant.
Myles Harlin vs S. P. Carpenter, appellant appeal.
Upton E. McDaniel vs Andrew B.
Laird, assumpsit; 1st Wednesday.
L. McDonald vs Cruz Casada, Appellant, appeal.
E. C. Hartford vs Thomas Phillips,
appeal.
Territory vs J. A. Brockman, et al,
Scl. Fa.
George Theis, Jr. vs C. F. Howell, assumpsit.
Frank Phelps vs Doming Land &
Water Co., assumpsit.
Clarita Norero vs Celso Gonzales, et
ux, assumpsit and attachment..
JNtulianiel Hell vs van Smelting Co.,
assumpsit and attachment.
Houch & Deitervs Oscar Bolich, assumpsit.
Albert Sehultz vs Chas. Poe & John
Deeiner, ejectment.
A. H. Laird vs Luis Serna, assumpsit.
Thomas Míese vs Matide llega, assumpsit by attachment.

Do You Want a Uooil Ranch.
Mariano Valencia do Rodriguez, et al
A
first
class ranch in the vicinity of
S.
as vs
P. Company, trespass
Miiiipcitanu anaciuneni, and same vs
Commercial Union Assurance Co. etc. Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
tons. Nebraslira mining company, as. vs Burrago Y. McKeyes, et til, debt on bargain. Farm tools and stock included,
KiinipHit and attachment.
1)011(1.
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
1 bomas U. Rice vs John T. Givens,
Martha L. D. Keiser vs Charles II. mean business, Tub Eaoi.k, Silver City.
assumpsit.
N. M., is prepared to give yon a bargain.
Dune, ut al, assumpsit.
C. C. Tate vs J. B. Jernigan, assumpP. K. Smith vs Grant county Pipo Write now forparticul ars.
sit.
Lino, Real Estate and Cattle Company,
Keays & Hemdon vs Manuel Tavlor, assumpsit.
assumpsit.
EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.
Sierra Land A
Co. vs Charles J.
J. J. Sheridan vs G. N. Petty et al. Price, assumpsit: Cattle
change venue;
If
you want to dress with taste and
assumpsit.
Valverde Land & Catilo Co. vs Jose elegance, write and secure the agency
Stewart L. Tatum vs western Union Ma Lopez, ejeftmeiit; venue
changed for the Guarantee Tailoring Co., 215217
Telgraph Co., trespass.
from Socorro Co.
Grand St., New York. See their adverIsrael King vs Daniel Kyle, Trespass.
A. II. Laird vs H. Jones, et al, as- tisement in this paper.
They are the
Tomas Gonzales vs N. Grayson & Co., sumpsit bv attachment.
lending tailors in the metropolis have
Trespass.
Burns, V.alker & Co. vs James N. Up- six stores in the United States, and are
The Oak Grove Land & Cattle Co. vs ton, debt.
perfectly reliaole.

son, replevin.
; I
T
í?
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through by countless spears.
For three months my diet consisted

Ex-plor-

by Afrioan Mahdlata.
The Prlnoner Was Loaded Down with
Chains Which He Was Compelled to
Wear for Eight Months Gen.
fiordnn's Deuth.

I was kept for eight months in chains

by the mahdi. The chains were of the
thickness of ray wrist, one round my
neck and two about my arms and legs.
In addition to this, I was tied to a pole
like a dog or a bear. This treatment
did not begin immediately upon my
capture. The mahdists never, of
course, treated me very cordially, but

considering their fanaticism toward all
unbelievers, I had really not very much
to complain of before I was cast into
chains. To the mahdists, all
are infidels, whether Mohammedan, Christian, Jews, or anything
else, and all iniidels are de med worthy
only to be slain. I was taken in the
mahdi's suite to Khartum, and when
we arrived at the walls the mahdi
asked me to write a letter to Gen. Gordon calling upon him to surrender.
Accordingly wrote a letter in German, 'vhicli ;i one iatlrj mahdi's cump
could control i.i any way, and it was
duly dispatched iio answer, however,
was returned, and from that, as well
as from other indications, the mahdi
concluded that I ha I not carried out
his wishes. Therefore he cast me into
chains.
For the next eight months I wns
very badly treated. The chains were
so heavy that I could scarcely rise up
at all. When we moved from place to
place I was put on to a donkey, and
two men walked by my side to
prop me up. The object of this was to
prevent my escaping into Khartum,
which they su. .petted I intended to do.
When Khartum fell, the mahdists
found certain documents which they
considered incriminating, so tliey increased iny iroiis and their severity
toward mo. Within an hour of Gordon's death his head was brought to
me in my prison wrapped up in a cloth,
which they un okled before me. I had
no difficulty in recognizing it at once.
For some reason or other they had
taken it into their heads that I was
Gordon's nephew, and no amount of
arguing could disabuse them of that
notion. They thought they recognized
a likeness, and they kept repeatiug
that we both had fair hair and blue
eyes, as if that were conclusive.
After all, one European seems very
like another to them, just as one negro
seems like another to us. I heard full
details of Gordon's death afterward.
Gordon defended Khartum as well as
it was possible for him to do under the
circumstances. I think Gordon might
have escaped from Khartum, had ho
wished to do so, at the last moment.
He was killed on the top of the steps
of the palace during the first rush of
the invaders. One of the foremost
men plunged a spear into his body; he
was dragged down the steps in a wild
tumult, and pierced through and
ts
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ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

f

only of various kinds of corn, chiefly
dourra, not ground, but in its hard, indigestible state.
Afterward I was
given beans and a kind of polenta
They would no doubt have killed me,
but that they considered me too valuable a prisoner. I had been governor
general of the province of Dan'ur. and
it added to their prestige to take me
about with them to make use of the
influence I possessed in the district
' suffered a good deal in health during
my confinement, being attacked by
fever and dysentery. Xo one made
nny attempt at nursing me, or provided me with any remedies. I had to
lie on the bare ground withnstmc
i'ur my pillow, and was afforded no
'
vomfort or relaxation of any kind. I
was released a couple of mouths or so
before the mahdi died, but the strictest
watch was kept over me.
A Tale of Two Nations
On the death of the madhi 1 was
made one of the khali a's bodyguard, should be read by every
which meant that I was practically al- one who lias
read Coin's
ways under his eye. I used generally
to be stationed outside his door, and Financial School.
was liable to be called in to do his
The book can be obtained
bidding at any moment.
Of the
two, I preferred tha madhi to the free by any subscriber to
khalifa.
Until he threw me into
:!iains, the mahdi was comparatively Tin-- : Ii.u;i.'i who pays a
amiable to me. lie was a man of year's
subscription in adsome education, knjw how to roa and
write, and po.setf-- I an intimate ac- vance.
It will open the
quaintance with the Jlohainm dan religion. The khali.a has not the roli-- - eyes of thousands who are
ions prestige of his pedeccssor. and is
unacquainted with the parAlienating many of his supporters by
an attempt t) found a dynasty. This
concerning thede-- .
iie has no earthly right to do. cither
by law or tr ditio.i. Ibfore hh so:i monetkation of silver.
could succeed him, other khalifas, apSend in your subscrippointed by the late mahdi would have
a prior claim. Very strict rules are in tion todav.
force against citiier dri.iking spirituous liquors or smoking toLaeco.
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
Nor do the inuhdists use opium or
hashish for one rea ion, becausj Uu-THK
are not procurable. Anyone caught
smoking tobacco is liable to a punishNEWS
ment of one hundred lashes, and the 110CKY MOUNTAIN
l
KnluliNlii-iconfiscation of all his property.
ÍHli,
lu
spite of that, there are still a pm.l
many persons who venture to do it
secretly.
All theso regulailo.-.TERMS OK SCIiSIUPTION.
i:re
simply a cloak for the most monstrous
(IX APYAM'K.)
immorality. The khalifa has a haivm
of four hundred or live hu.uliv
DAILf.
women, and devotei a large part of.
his time to its nine. Ules.
One yo'ir. liy mull ....
7',o
The khalifa maintains his influence Si muiilliH liy mall
;i ;j
by tyranny and des;oti m, and tlu in- Three months liy imiil
i.tiu
m
habitants other than his own tribe-lo- ok One month ly mull
J.J..VÍ
forward, anxiously, to the t'iuu Similuy edition. (1I piiKtit.) year
when Eypt will onceu.'rain claim hvr Daily Kihliini iuclinle the Miiiiluy,
lost provinces. Hut that is not a
WEEKLY.
project to be undertaken too li.rhtly,
and when we do set about it we must
:
be sure that we are able to curry it One year, liy mull. I ndvanre
?t.00
of either edition on
out to a successful issue. Slatin Pasha, Suniulei-oul- i
in London Saturday Review.
1
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Timber long under water soon disintegrates on exposure to the air.

The News

Is

the only consistent elmmulon

There are in the Hi ver Thames a num- of silver In the west, mill should )x In every
ber of piles still sound which are be- home In the west, itntl In the hands of every
lieved to have bee i lnvon there by the miner unci Imslnesi mini In New Mexico.
Send hi your
lit once.
Uoraan engiue-r- s
i,;n the Invaders
All communications must lie addressed tu
U.t ma le n b: l , jro üs the stream.
News Printing Co., Denvpr, Onto,
s
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LOFTY MOUN'u..;.w i THE SEA.
A Cable Detour Arouu.l a Range Seventy-Fiv- e
Miles Long.

There exists in the great ocean between Australia and New Caledonia a
range of mighty submarine mountains,
whose limestone tops rise within three
hundred fathoms of the surface. The
discovery of these peaks, rising sheer
seventy-fiv- e
hundred feet from the bottom of the deep sea, was made by the
men who have just finished laying the
cable.
first section of the trans-Pacifi- c
Sir Audley Coote, says the San Francisco Chronicle, who was at the head of
the cable expedition, arrived here recently on the steamer Alameda from
Sydney, New South Wales. He said:
"The sea from Australia to New Caledonia has been surveyed by a British
and by an American vessel. Your Albatross went there and did some very
good work, but, as it happened, both
this expedition und the other missed
the strange feature of the ocean that I
can describe. We had anticipated no
great difficulty in laying the cable section, and did not find any until suddenly the bottom of the ocean began to
rise. We were forced to cut the cable
there in niidocean ami to buoy up the
ends. It was then found that what
had hindered us was a range of submarine mountains.
"There is nothing else like this in
the world that I know of. The mountains rise in abrupt peaks, and arc hard
limestone lind granite.
lty careful
measurement we found that the peaks
were more than seven thousand feet on
the average, and the highest of them
seven thousand live hundred feet from
the bottom of the ocean. Less than
three hundred fathoms from the surface of the water we found the tops of
'he highest mountains. The range exmiles
tends lor nearly seventy-fiv- e
that is, measuring from the extreme
to the extreme ' southnortherly
erly point. To lay the cable around
miles
this range took forty-eigh- t
more of cable than wo had counted
on. We had to go around the peaks
us a railroad would go around a mountain on land."
COULD LOOK SEVERE HIMSELF.
How a Durky Oiiniln Turned the Laugh
on Storekeeper!
';

little negro gamin passing along
liay street the other morning saw
of a ci ;ar fall on tho sidewalk in

THE SUN.

"Well, how much" are dey er box?"
"One cent."
The gamin tilted the stump in one
corner of his mouth, held to the band
The firH of American Ni
of his pantaloons with one hand, ran
the other hand in his pocket, and
CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.
pulled forth a copper.
"Gimme a box," and the lad laid
down the cent.
lie got the box, struck a match, lit
the stump so well that it poured forth American Constitution, the American
volumes of smoke, and then handed the
box back to Mr. Ellis, asRuming a look Men, the American Spirit. These first, lust
of intense severity, and said:
and ulltlio tlrne. forever.
"Put dát box on de sheff, an' the nex'
ílu year
time a gemraen come in hyar an' ax you Dully, by mall. .
fer a match, you gin him one outen my Dally anil Sunday, by mall
$8 ii year
my box."
.'

Thu Weekly

Denver Jockey' Ingenious Dut Unsportsmanlike Tr ck.
At a trotting race recently in Brighton, Col., all the neighboring towns

had a candidate entered, and feeling
ran high. A Denver sport, who was
jockey as well as owner, entered the
best of his string, and bought up every
pool on his steed.
When the Denver man got off in the
lead, says tho New York World, he cut
across the truck and took the rail before the other Jockeys were fairly under way. Ho held his advontage around
the turn and along the backstretch, but
as he made the last turn and squared
away for home, his two nearest competitors began to gain on him.
Down the long stretch the Denver
nan was ' still in . the lead, but they
were crowding him fast, and the daylight between the three was growing
less and less every instant. There was
only one chance left, and that a very
slim one.
He remembered that as he was turning into the home-stretca sudden
gust of wind had nearly carried awaj
his cap, leaving it barely bunging on
the back of his head. Leaning back
until he almost fell out of the sulky, he
gave his head a shake.
It seemed an ago before the cap fell
off. The gaudy-colore- d
bit of silk fell
directly between the two horses behind. They shied slightly and then
broke. Before their drivers could
bring them to their feet again the Denver man was under the wire.

Tuko Jt Ensy.
French doctor's conclusion is that
front of a store. Ho made a second-basi- s no one should ride a bicycle who has a
blide for it, says the Florida tendency to excessive tension of the arTimes-Unioand when he had it safe- terial system, for this tendency is a
ly eoralled beneath him ho rolled his great cause of heart disenso. Thereeyes aronud the poiuts of the compass' fore, no one should take up the use. of
to see if another gamin had also seen the wheel without the express authoritho stump fall.
zation of a physician; and the doctor
"Dat war in Cuba is making Havanas should make an examination not only
skace, an' you can't take no chances," before the patient begins to uso tho
lie remarked, as he brushed of! the ash wheel, but after he has ridden it for a
and blew away tho sand from the cov- time. Moreover, the amateur should
eted snipe. Oolng into the store he never ride at a high speed. If one's
said to Charley Ellis:
riding 1b regular and daily, one may go
"Doss, gimme a match, please, sah." faster and further with safety; but if
"Matches are not here to give away, riding Is interrupted even for a few
but to sell," said Mr. Ellis, assuming a days, one must take it up again with
look of intense severity.
caution and deliberation. The tempta"Dey is, eh?"
tion to go fast should be steadily
"That's what thev are."1
the-stum-

.
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HIS CAP WON HIM THE RACE.

A

Fnrther
waits
money on

tffta, precious time and
drugs, FYí vacuum treatnever cure
ments, eto. They gMv
you.
You have WlV& probably trred
them and know. Sfl&ife Nature Is A -WAYS wilUngfvyJ and waiting to
cure you, and
man suffering
from the following 'mm
la incurable:
Nunitiiitl Weakness, Emlusloii, I'nrtlnl

noAi3Íf

or Total Impotence, llruln Exhaustion,
Indiscretion,
Losses, t'orgeltnlness,
remNUu!ssnes, etc But natures isownEI.KO
edy mint be scientifically used. It
TKHTi'Y, and the greatest possible perfection
for Kb application Is attained in the
Dr. Manden Herirle Belt. This inwell-kno-

vention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, and we refer
ufforers to hundreds of cures in every State,
,'hrow drugs to the dogs, and Join our army
f cures iu blessing the greatest boon ever
.ivun weak men, This belt also cures:

Rheumatism, Lame Back,
l;:;nlugo;DyRpepsialKidncy
Liver Complaints, and
csioral

--

A

tA book

ill-heal-

th.

odltlon of Dr, Rnndcn's

cele- -

Throe Classes oí Men,"
11 bo sent free, sealed, upon application.
..cry muu should read It. It in the only lull
ever
nl complete guide for.jrcd. Free to everybody. Nentl for It. .
--

"K Sanden Electric
:

Co.,

ITo. 020 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
o Z'.ev York, Chicago & London, Engr,
ost
1
Conoern In tho WorUll
Electro-Medica-

T.MK

SClENCt

AND

KAüUí:

INDUSTRY.

Free argon and helium have now
been found in the sulphurous waters of
springs in the Pyrenees at La liaillere
and Bois. The gases were introduced
by M. Bouchard into a Plueker tube containing' magnesium wire, and when
subjected to the silent discharge of
electricity combined with the magnesium. He says that they combine with
platinum in the same way.
Mushrooms grow in immense quantities in the llussian forests, the inhabitants in some places existing entirely by selling them. Kargopol, in
Olonetz, sends yearly 5,000 poods
(IS'1,000 pounds) of mushrooms to St.
l'eirrsburg. The vaieties are many.
With one iorm, the mukhomor, the
native tribesof Siberia intoxicate themselves; an infusion from it has a stupefying effect like that of opium or
hasheesh.
Jlelmholtz has attributed cirrus
clouds to air waves produced when one
stratum of air glides over another of
different temperature and density, the
lower one being nearly saturated with
aqueous vapor. The wave crests become centers of condensation, in consequence of diminished pressure, and
appear as clouds, w hile t!ie depression-On
form transparent iiitrrs'.pneiB.
this theory a "mackerel sky" is produced when two series of waves cross.
Insects are considered by I'iof. C.
V. Kily as undoubtedly possessing the
senses of sight, toueh, taste, smell and
hearing, that of touch being
the only sense strictly comparable
with our own. Evidence of other sense
organs, utterly unlike any we have, is
not wanting. A male Japanese silkworm moth was liberated one night a
mile and a half from a caged female oí
the species, and in the morning was at
the cage, and blind ants reiiuce wooden
beans to mere shells without once
gnawing through the surface.
One of the most interesting of Dr.
Oirolamo Segnto's petrifactions has
just been found after a long hunt in n
Bavarian village, and will be sent to
the Florence Anatomical museum. It
is the head of a young woman who died
of consumption sixty yt tira ago, kept as
jx'rfeet as the day she died, with the
blond hair wavy and soft as that of a
living person. Dr. Seg. to's wonderful
secret for petrifying the dead so as to
retain the appearance of life forever
died with him, but the specimens kept
in the Italian museums show no sign of
deterioration.
Tunneling through the Simplón
will begin early next year. There will
be two purullel tunnels, each CG.CCO feet
or about 12' miles long, 57 feet apart,
and connected at intervals of 225 feet.
They will be 15,000 feet longer than the
St. Gothard and 21,000 feet longer than
the Mont Cenis tunuel, but will be
feet lower than the two others,
which will diminish the working expenses. It is expected that the work
will be completed in live years and a
liulf, three years less time, tluit is, than
was rrqu'rH f v '': ft. (iothard. The
s
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estimated cost is $11,000,000.
Statistics of Russian railroad construction in 1893 have but recently been
The length opened for
published.
traffic in that year was 1,128 miles,
which is a great deal for Russia. This
made the total in operation in the country 21,884 miles, of which 8,252 miles
were state railroads. Of the whole,
miles have a double track. These
figures include the 1,317 miles in Finland and the 908 of the Transcaspian
railroad, which are not usually included
At the
with the Russian railroads.
close of 1893 work was progressing on
3,912 miles of new railroad.
HOW
A.

SHE FIXED

HIM.

Hint to Girl That Have Undesirable
Suitors.

lie was a theatric lover, and she didn't
like his style a little bit.
He was constant in his devotion, however, and that made matters worse.

lttüft.

fruit Trees.
to
TKKKS
furnish FKUIT
suitable for this climate in
1

am still prepared

,iny number. Persons con-

templating planting trees
will ih;d it to their interest
to wri o nc, and if 1 have
not in stock.whatis desired,
I can readily secure the
a:r.e at reasonable rates
and in a!i varieties. Adress:
i

Kopgkks,
She had tried gentle means to gét rid
Silver City, N. M.
but he had disregarded them
with painful persistency.
In this moment of her desperation he
felt it incumbent upon him to propose,
to her, as men under similar circumE.
stances often do.
Which they wouldn't if they had any
BOOT AN 811! KMAKKk.
sense at all.
I promise you faithfully. In the Ion
rim
"Dear one," he exclaimed, hurling you símil nave Imlf y, ur money, liy IihvIiik
himself tragically at her feet, "I love your wiKk neatly tun! promptly done to milt
you! My life is yours. Will you take viiurself.nl E. UUSKNHKKU'S

Clank

of. him,

ROSENBERG,
I

Silver City. N.

it?"
She did

not look like a murderess.

"Mr. Singleton," she responded, with
calm determination, "1 will."
He gazed at her rapturously.
"Don't do that," she begged, drawing
back from him as if in horror. "I have
taken your life, as you requested me to
do, and you are henceforth to all intents and purposes dead."
He seemed dazed.
"I do not, Mr. Singleton," she continued, turning aside, "desire to have a
dead person in the house, and if you do
not go away at once I shall ring for an
ambulance and have you removed to the
morgue."
Then the dreadful situation in which
his own precipitate folly had placed
him was revealed, and he removed himself with neatness and dispatch. X. Y.
Sun.

M
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by

to solicit
ampie for our

Wool Pants to order $3.

Suits " " $16.
Overcoats " $12.
Big Inducements to the
right parties. Address

"
"

GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
216-21- 7
Grand St., N. Y.

i5

Holding for a Rise.
Hen Table, of Illi-

nois, has a Iktle daughter who has
of a great financier in her. One
day her father called her to him. "M,
dear," said he, "a man this morning
offered papa this room full of gold
if he would sell little brother. Now,
that means gold enough to fill this room
from wall to wall and from floor to
ceiling. If I sell little brother for that
sum, I shall be able to buy everything
in the world you want. Shall I sell
him?" "No, papa,"answercd the little
girl, promptly, and then, before her delighted father could embrace her for
expressing so much unselfish affection,
she went on: "Keep him till he's bigger. He'll be worth more then."
Washington Post.

üúin's Financial School
has made more converts to ihe silver cause than any other publication. Wo will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to

The Eaoi.k in advance. Send $2
and pet Tine Eagle and this valuable book. Address

The Eagle,
filvor Citv, N. M.
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necessary two hundred years ago, uut
has a great many
the horse of y
more nerves than his ancestor, and he
can also run a great deal faster.
It's the horse from the country
which is suddenly set down in the
midst of city life that suffers most.
The youth fresh from the quiet of a
country college town, who does twelve
hours of apprenticeship on a newspaper as his first day's experience in
the artificial life of the city, feels no
worse than the dumb beast, fresh from
pastures green, which is 'driven a few
miles up Fifth avenue hitched to a
landau. The horse often becomes so
nervous that he does not digest his
evening meal
Pneumonia, however, is his greatest
When the wise stableman
enemy.
goes homo for the night he closes ull
oí the doors and windows, depnvin.r
the stable of all ventilation. Tuis is
hard on lungs used to fresh country
air. When the horse is taken out he
U'ets a chill and pneumonia ensues.
Then the poor fellow sits down on his
haunches, spreads his feet wide apart
to give his lungs room, breathes lrom
his abdomen and suffers like a hero.
When he convalesces he is' the
hungriest horse in town. He is fed on
milk punches and eggs, and he
such a great liking for them
tiiat he will follow the one who feeds
him about the stable, using all of the
horse methods of coaxing at his comIn this, too, he is like man.
mand.
Once he gets a taste for whisky he
can't get enough of it. If he had his
way he would become an inebriate,
but will not allow his horse the same
privilege.
There's a hospital for horses up
town where horses are treated for all
of the diseases in. the category and
which has a great table to which
horses are strapped for operations. A
wise man who does the doctoring told
the reporter all of the things he is telling you, aud many more
This hospital, which is the annex of
a college, is always ex ci'iineinin ; on
b:
lorses that are past cn.'in.r
experimenting.
It also uinv.if e.i.ie;
e
for the boar of neait.i,
.ind possesses famous No. 7, which oi l
ccst seven dolh.r... .'. 7 ha;
been at the point of ileat i u doxe.i
times, but is still nliv ! :i:i I c.uv.iv!
with scars where his b.ooJ h::.; bo.-.- i
drawn to save the l.í o, hta yoiin,;
ountryinen who get the diph'.hen.:.
lie won fame in two he:;;i r,..;eiva instead of the olfal cart, b.c.u e he i.i v.
e
veritable
re::.i: , without v.
rival anywhere in the v, ; Id.
Just now the doctors :.t the hospital
vit!i
are experimenting
tetanine.
which is to lockjaw (or tetanus) what
e
is to dip'.illi.ria.
A line
specimen of lockjaw c:.i:io iu the other
day; but before they could inject any
tetunino into him he was dead. One
horse has been cured in France. An
Italian was the first to discover teta-ninThe Italians and the Hermans
are the greatest masters of the theory
of veterinary science, and the English
and Aincric inw arc the best practition-

Story of

Man Wtimo Son la Uli

Broth-er-ln-Ln-

to-da-

Diseases Peculiar to the Aristocratic Equinos of the City.
Tlielr Artlilclrtl Liven Are Conducive to
Numerous Ailments How the
Are Treated by the
Vuterliiurlans.
U

Indigestión is the curse of the city
horse ns well as the city human being.
Probably half the horses in New York
are afflicted more or less with indigestion. In their natural state neither
horse nor man knew indigestion.
Where man has gone he has taken the
horse with him, and the horse as well
:is the man has become the victim of
the diseases which are the penalties of
civilization. The milestones of modern
e'vilization are marked by the new discuses, and, later, their cures, discovered by the modern physician. When
Uussia sent la grippe to the western
world the horse got it as well as mun,
and it allowed the same contagious
tendencies in horse communities as in
Not long ago a
men communities.
iiorse in California got the brain fever.
The urgeons at tirst thought that
there was something the matter with
his ear.
As lie couldn't speak, ho couldn't tell
the surgeons that his poor old head felt
is if it was about to split open.
lie
:io he did the next best thing,
shook his head as Imrd as he could,
tried to ruise havoc with every-lun- g
within reach of his heels. After
lie was tied tirmly the surgeons found
out the trouble, and in a few days
svnt him back to Ins owner feeling
like an old gentleman who had just
luid a Turkish bath, no doubt to become a source of wonder among all of
ins horsey friends as being the first
:iag who hail ever recovered from
"wheels in the head."
The modern horse doesn't get writer's
cranio,' but the modern horse does get
racer's Heart." The "racer's heart" is
Hie most aristocratic of horsey affections. A race horse always has a larger
:ieart than a coach horse or a truck
..orse; often he has twice as large a
:ieart. In racing or trying to beat a ree-.i- :
d the greatest possible exertion is
the heart, which results in
Sometimes the Iiorse
enlargement.
will have his heart enlarged without
o. ing infected; but. often the result is
cer-- i
.1 valvular disease, which is pretty
,in to take him off the track, if not
i.i Mil him. The nice horse is a
lie is like
in oductioii, anyway,
Nancy Hanks,
i highly civilized man.
.ir instance, is a sort of I'aderewski
Your finely bred
.if the luirse world.
iiorse wouldn't lie worth his oats as a
farm horse. It must have a veterinary
.urgcon at his heels every minute, and
is prepared for a race with all the care
i!iat a v.ol'unst uses in tuning his instrument Men who have big "strings"
of horses have the entire service of a
veterinary surgeon to supervise the
woiu oi the trainers, who play the
part ot trained nurses to the highly
neivous beasts. Such things weren't
hot-:um-

anti-toxin-

tinti-lox.n-

anti-toxin-

e.

ers.

N. Y. lVess.

Ilere are the raw materials for a
headache:
Dr. King, of Adelaide, a widower,
married a Miss Norris. Shortly after
the doctor's honeymoon the doctor's
son married a sister of the doctor's
wife.

Then a brother of the doctor's wife
In
married the doctor's daughter.
other words, the doctor's son became
and
his stepmother's brother-in-lathe doctor's daughter became her stepmother's sister-in-laThe doctor, by the marriage of his
son to the siüter of the doctor's wife,
to his sister-in-labecame the father-in-laand the doctor's wife, by the
marriage of her sister to her stepson,
to her own
became stepmother-in-lasister.
Hy the marriage of the brother of
the doctor's wife to the doctor's daughto
ter the doctor became father-in-laand the doctor's
his brother-in-lato her
wife became stepmother-in-laown brother.
What relations, asks Ticaroon in Tall
Mall Budget, are the children of the
contracting parties to each other?
A O io dm a.
Not long ago there was a Frenchman
who had a large family, and who was
haunted by the idea that when he died
there would be no one to look after hi.i
children. While thinking of this, one
spring day, he noticed two nests in a
hedge close by each other. Each conbirds, whose partained
ents were lying dead, lie went away
sad, thinking that the young birds
must die. What was his surprise, however, a fe
days after, to see them
quite happy and apparently well fed.
He stood apart and watched, and presently he saw the parent birds of other
nests come to the young birds ond feed
them. They had adopted the little
orphans a fact, which the Frenchman
naturally nceepted as a good omen
with regnrd to bis own little ones.
I

liulf-íledge- d

DilliTenco in Vole

.

One's surprise in the fact that no two
person's vob 3 are parfe'Jtly alike ceases
when one i:t informed by tin authority
that, though there aro only nine perfect tones to the human voice, there
aro the astonh'.iing number of
dilTcrent sounds. Of these,
fourteen direct musoles produce 10,383,
and thirteen indirect, muscles produce
173,74t.82n.
Ont of Love for Ilia Mother,
A notable case of filial love came to

light in Pittsburgh a few days ago,

aays the New York Sun, when a
son came to the office
of an aid society to claim his mother,
who is two years past the century
mark, from whom he had been separated by the long illness of both. It
was shown that the man had remained
a bachelor all his life in order to care
for his mother. They came from Ireland thirty years ago, and had lived together since that time, as they hnd
previously in the old couutry, until
five months ago, when both were taken
sick and had to be removed to a
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THE WluKED WEEVIL.
Unole Sam Will Try to Stamp
Out the Grain Destroyer.
Crop Worth Millions of Dollar! Are
Eaton Ever Year by the Little
New Remedies to
i'eits
Be Adopted.

The pernicious weevils are making
themselves
in this country that experts of the department of
agriculture are now engaged in making
a special Btudy of them. Every year
they destroy many millions of dollars'
worth of stored cereals in granaries
find elevator. Iu fact, the question
how to fight them íb one of serious
and growing economic Importance.
Strange to Bay, very little scientific attention has been directed to these infects up to date, and not much is known
about them. It is reckoned that they
cause an annual loss of over one million dollars in Texas alone, and in 1803
the corn crop of Alabama was damaged by them to the extent of one million six hundred and seventy thou-han- d
dollars.
There are about forty species of these
insects, some of which are beetles and
others moths. .Nearly all of them are
assisted Immigrants, having been imported from abroad in cargoes of
grain. In this manner they have been
distributed by commerce to all parts of
the world.
Three of the Bpecles actually live in
the kernels, while the others feed on the
ptarchy contents. (Jrain infested by
them is unfit for human consumption
and has been known to cause serious illness, It is poisonous to horses and is
not wholesome even for swine. 1'ou'
try, however, find It palatable and nutritious. The moths especially are so
prolific that t lie progeny of a Blnglepaii
in a twelvemonth will number ninny
thousands, capable of destroying several tons of grain. Fortunately, the increase of these pests is checked to some
extent by natural enemies, among
which are spiders that inhabit mill-an- d
In the ileitis they are
granarles.
preyed upon by birds and bats.
One uf tho worst of these Insects U
the familiar "granary weevil," which
in mentioned In the (eorgles of Virgil,
Its ravages made it known long before
the Christian era. It is native to the
region of the Mediterranean. Ilavlne,
been domesticated for so long a time, it
Th
has lost the use of its wings.
female punctures the kernel with her
snout and inserts an egg from which
is hatched a little worm that lives in
the hull and feeds on the starchy interior.
Quite as bad as this beetle is a moth
that comes from the Mediterranean region also. The larva, which is known
in the United States as the "fly weevil,"
does most injury to corn and wheat.
In six months grain infested by it losen
forty per cent, in weight and seventy-fivper cent, of its tarchy matter. In
eldentally. it is rendered totally unfit
e

I8!tf.

IS.

for food,' and bread made from wheat
infested by the insect is said to have
caused an epidemic recently in France.
The pest was noticed in North Carolina
as early as 1728,
Another wicked imported bug is the
"rice weevel." It originated in India,
whenco it has been distrbuted by com
merce all over the world. At present it
does as much harm as any other known
insect, being a serious pest in the
Mouthern states. In the tropics generally it does enormous damage. Formerly, when long voyages were necesr
sary in importing grain from the east,
it frequently destroyed whole cargoes,
having plenty of time to multiply. The
adult beetles of this species cause much
irouble in storehouses and groceries
by invading boxes of crackers, rakes,
yeast cukes and macaroni and barrels
and bins of flour and meal. They can
subsist for months on sugar, and
sometimes they burrow into ripening
peaches and grapes.
has recently
A new
attracted attention in this country,
i.nd has earned for itself the title of
"scourge of the flour mill." It is the
"Mediterranean flour moth." The caterpillar spins webs which make the flour
clotted and lumpy, so that the machinery in the mills becomes clogged and
has to be stopped for a considerable
time. The larvae prefer flour or meal,
but they flourish also on bran, prepared
cereal foods and crackers.
This subject Is considered of such im- portance that much space will be devoted to it in the forthcoming Year
Book of the department of agriculture.
The remarks made therein are based
upon recent study of weevils and their
habits by Mr. F. II. Chittenden, of the
bureau of entomology. Fanners are
informed that the best remedy for such
mischief is bisulphide of carbon, which
may be applied In moderately tight
bins by simply pouring the liquid into
shnllow pans or on bits of cotton
waste and distributing them about on
the surface of the grain.
The Btuft rapidly evaporates, and the
apor, being heavier than air, descends
and pennentes the mass of grain, killing all insects as well as rats and mice
which it mny contain. X. Y. World.
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He Stacked.
A traveling man just home from u
far western trip has brought with him
something new in linguistic novelties.
"I was eating dinner iu a restaurant

Jas. Glllett.

Geo. I). Jones.

FIltB IIKI'AKTMKNT.
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Assistant Chief
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It.
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Foreman, J. V. F. Hosu Co
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V. F. Lorenr. Foreman. Hook and LadderCo
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way out west," he said, "and as I finished the bustling waiter girl scorched
up to me and asked in u fast express
sort of tone: 'Do you want any dessert?' 'Yes, I will take some,' I
answered. 'Well, then, stack!' she demanded, in an impressive tone. 'Stack ! '
I repeated, thinking it was something
new to eat, 'what's that?' 'Why, pile
your dinner dishes up,' she impatiently
explained. So I 'stacked' all the little
dishes on my plate and she scorched off
with them and brought me three kinds
of pie, two kinds of pudding and some
frozen custard," Louisville Courier

Journal.

Directory.

FKDEKAL.

Hllv.r City Tost Otttie.
Olllce open dally except Sunday from 8 n.ni
7
l o ii. ni.
Open Sunday from 8 to 8:3U a.m.. and one
hour after arrival uf railway mall.
M 'iiey onier department open dally except
Sundays from H a. m. toll p. in.
M ill closes for Fort Bayard. Central. Hanover, Georgetown and all railroad points dally at 7 4i a. iu.
Mull closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate imltils at 8 a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays

rn Fridays.

Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
at I.8J p. ni,
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
da ly at i p. m.
Mail arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points ut 7 a. m Wednesdays, Fridays
i
I

and Sundays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays 'itUillu a. in,
I.. A. Skki.i.y. piwtmastrh.
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PROFESSIONAL

PUNGENT

ANCHETA,

&

BAIL
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Will practice In all the courts of the territory. Office comer Texus and
Spring streets.
SILVER U1TY
JAMES S. FIELDER,

V

--

N. M.

L. PICKET,

IT

ATTOÍÍNEY AT LAW.
SILVER CITY
JLl.

N. M.

H.HARLLEE.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Tlstrlct Attorney for Counties of Grant
and Sierra.
BILVER CITY
N. M.
A

A.

I OHM M.

GINN.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practice In all the Courts of tho
Territory.
MLVER CITY
N. M.
GILBERT,
AND SURGEONS.
OIHee over Jackson's Drug .Store.
Residence on Yankee St.
.
SILVER CITY
N. M.
WILLIAMS

&

SEQRET SOCIETIES.
11 A.M.
Nllvt.1. fMtv PI, ll (iti.w
V. O HI
cm, lu'nuiur uiinvuruiiiiius (ill .1(1 Wednesday evening of each month. All companions
Invited to attend.
E. Cosgrove, II. I.
Perry B. Lady, Sec'y,
I

A

A.

F.

A. M.

Silver City Lodge, No. 8. Meets at Masonic Hall, over Silver City Nat'l Bank, the
lhursdny evening on or before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
attend.
ft. Bennett. W. M.
Peiikv B. Ladv. Sec'v.

ft B,8
Silver City Chnpter No. a 0. E. 8. Meets
every 1st and 3d Tmwrlnv in eacn montn at
O. T.
W. M
nail,.. Mas,
masonic
. .
t k. eec . y Warben.
.uno,
ij, LiAvx,
nsMix Tl
I r

"

.

T O. O.F.

1. Jas L. Rldgely Encampmont No. 1. meets
the 2d and 4th Wednesdays of each month,
Visiting patriarchs cordially Invited.
John Carson, 0. P.
O.G.BOH. Scribe.
O. O. F.
,,,IsttllF,Tl!,!,l"y

T

Lodge, No. 13. raoets at Odd
Jellows' Hall, Thursday evenings.
the order cordially Invited to at- 0l L- - Uotson, N. G.
teAd,n
Hood. 8oc'y.
Mem-pers-

T

0.0.

'

..ever " He "Now, now. Miss
She "Ate an egg without
Comic Cuts.

"Hush, there are visitors in the
"How do you know ?"
.EAT TOO .MUCH MEAT.
"Listen, papa is saying 'My dear' to
mamma." Judy.
Americans Too Prone to the Consumption
He (stealing one) "I seal my love
of Flesh and Fowl.
with a kiss." She (suiting the action
"We eat altogether too much meat,
to the word) "And I seal mine with anyway," said Dr. Cyrus Edison, the
whacks.'Vr-BostoTranscript.
health commissioner. "I venture to
"Jones has a good deal of money, say that most of the ills we are heir to
hasn't he?" "Well, be ought to have." come from habitual eating of too much
"How is that?" "He never pays any beef. If the present era cf high prices
of beef will only compel people to
out!" Boston Transcript.
Too Suggestive. "Wedon't buy our choose other foods, such as fish or a
'the 'beef
"Why greater variety of vegetubles,
meat at Dieker's any more."
not?" "He has a horseshoe nailed over combine,' as it is called, will have beenA
the unconscious instrument of doing
his stall." Detroit Free Press.
vast amount of good.
say
Weary Watkins "The doctors
"Fish is much better food for city
we ought to eat more cereal food." people than flesh raised on land. It
Hungry Iliggins "They is too much of does not contain as great a proportion
the serial business about our style of of those stimulative nutrients that do
eatin' already." Indiunnpolis Journal. so much to produce nervousness, indi"What principles are you going to gestion, constipation and the host of
advocate in the next town?" asked the attendant disorders to the human
campaigner's private secretary.
"I body for which the medical profession
(hi nno. You get the next train there, is so continually called upon to pres
and And out what their views are."
who earn their
scribe.
Washington Star.
living by physical exertion farm
Punster (to ballet dancer) "You laborers, shovelers, ditch diggers, e ta.
people are almost always old." Ballet require solid foods, such us beef nud
Dancer "Yes, and you can take tho pork, but men and women who lul.e Utword 'almost' out of the jokes that ile exercise, whose employment is sedentary .calling forno continued physicyou people try to mnke about us."
y
al strain, fish is eminently more
Philadelphia Bulletin.
i. the
ns
diet.
a
Fish
regular
Lady "You know, I wish my portrait to be a total surprise to my hus- - coming food. Long after our hir.d ban
and." Artist "Yes, madam, I under- '.econie denuded of those pro.K rl.ies
stand." Lady "And you will try not that nourish animal life in the field, the
lo have too strong a likeness, as I would waters of the deep will be teeming with
not. like him to recognize it at first fish.
"The scientific culture of carp hns
s.
glance."
shown conclusively that one acre of
is
one
"There
only
thing," she said water will
produce more edible and
to her dearest girl friend, "that makes wholesome
flesh than' three acres o'
me doubt Herbert's alVection for me."
land, and some of these days we will
"What is that?" "He thinks that some
awaken to the importance of preservof the snap-shphotographs he has
ing our
anlnials by the
taken of me are good likenesses.
systematic and methodical cultivation
Washington Star.
of our fish.
Watts "Do you think it does any
"As to the quantity of meat that a
good to belong to so ninny lodges?" Pot ts man really needs people seem to be
"Well, when 1 went over to Europe, T ignorant. The United States governused to add the initials of nil of them to ment allows the soldiers but
my name when 1 registered at the hotel,
of a pouud of meat a day.
and got all sorts of deference from the How many New Yorkers, do you mi;
clerks and waiters."
Indianapolis pose, get along with so nina a ration of
Journal.
The goven. incut, tlnoug'.i its
meat?
"Your son has a high fever," snid physicians, has learned t' at soldiers,
the doctor to old Uncle Silas. "Here's even on the march, do Letter on that
a prescription. Give him this until he seemingly small allowance than if they
has a profuse perspiration " "lie were permitted to gorge V.v receives inneedn't take no. drug stulT for that," discriminately on the 11'ckIi of r.tcera and
Raid Unele Silas. "I'll iónico him sweat, sheep.
New York city uilov.s for its
if you'll give him strength to go
hospital patients but one pouul cf inrnt
with me." Harper's Ba.nr.
a day, and that pound is untrinimed.
"1 want to get out at Fletcher When cooked and ready to be eaten t hat
street," suid a smull boy to a street, car pound represents really less than the
men. The
conductor the other night. "What do army ration for
New Yorker
you say?" asked the conductor, not average energetic well-fe- d
understanding what he said. "Please," consumes from one and a half to three
responded the youngster, flushing pounds of meat every day that he is
able to eat. It is altogether too much.
slightly. Lowell Citizen.
He "Miss Kitty, I've heard it said No wonder that nature rebels frequentand insists that the man live on gruel
that a kiss without a mnstnehe is like ly
whole days nt a time. That is nafor
an egg without salt. Is that so?" She
That's when a
"Eeally, Mr. Smooth face, I don't ture's own recourse.
eat meat."
is
can't
when
sick
man
he
know. 1 can't tell, for in all my life 1
I
N.
Pres;,.
Wage-worker-

satis-faetor-

!

Tit-Bit-

land-sustain-

three-quarte-

F.

1. Helen Lodge,

No. 7, Rcbekah

Degree
Meetings-second
and fourth Friday nights In
each month, at ball of I. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
1BV.
Mrs. A. Matthews, N.G.
Miss Pearl Dotson. Sec'y

ir nv p

A.. Moots 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
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